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Welcome to the Young People’s Concerts !
New York has long been home to wave after wave of immigrants
who bring their distinctive cultures: languages, recipes, holidays,
customs — and, of course, songs. Hear music reflecting the immigrant
experience, with all of its challenges and triumphs, and explore how
an orchestra made up of so many different instruments can work
together to create a united, inspiring, and thrilling sound!
T H E

P R O G R A M

,
BARTOK Selections from Finale and Game of Couples,

Thomas Wilkins conductor / co-host

from Concerto for Orchestra
Jihea Hong-Park co-host
HUANG Ruo Girl from the Da Ban City, from Folk Songs for Orchestra
Habib Azar director
,
Roberto SIERRA Tumbao, from Sinfonia No. 3, La Salsa
Kareem ROUSTOM Enough! I Intended To Leave You,
from Aleppo Songs for Orchestra
Ilaria Loisa HAWLEY This Element That Questions a Woman (World Premiere)
Ziyi TAO Being (World Premiere)
Gabriela Lena FRANK Hero Brothers and Arbol de Sueños, from Peregrinos

In his Finale and Game of Couples, from
,
,
Concerto for Orchestra, Béla Bartók
(1881–1945) transposed fragments of native
Hungarian folk melodies into a Western
European concerto, which traditionally highlights a single instrument. However, Bartók
expanded the concept, creating a piece in
which all the instruments have spotlight
moments, illustrating
the virtuosity of the
entire ensemble and
its ability to create a
powerful sound
greater than the sum
of its parts.
Huang Ruo’s
(b. 1976) Girl from
the Da Ban City,
from Folk Songs for
Orchestra, utilizes
folk songs from his
native China. Instantly recognizable,
many are preserved intact, while others are
transformed. He also uses melodies and
percussive elements to invoke the sounds
of traditional Chinese instruments, such as
tam tams and gongs. In this way he preserves
original folk songs, but also transforms them
into new works with a universal spirit.

Puerto Rico native Roberto Sierra’s (b. 1953)
,
Tumbao, from Sinfonia No. 3, La Salsa,
communicates the cultural cross-pollination
between New York City, Africa, and Puerto Rico.
Sierra was inspired by salsa, ubiquitous in
Puerto Rico, but ﬁrst written by New York City
musicians with roots in Afro-Caribbean traditions.
Sierra embraces the ways
diﬀerent cultures can be
in dialogue with each
other, here through the
use of a traditional
Afro-Cuban tumbao
(a basic rhythm played
on a bass) performed by
a European symphony
orchestra.

Syrian-born Kareem
Roustom’s (b. 1971)
Enough! I Intended to
Leave You, from Aleppo
Songs for Orchestra,
tells the story of refugees who have crossed
borders to survive. The title and musical material
come from a qudud, an urban folk song of
Aleppo, a Syrian city that has experienced
tremendous tragedy in the last eight years due
to civil war. While the original qudud describes
a lover being abandoned, Roustom uses this
story of love lost as a metaphor for the many
who have had to heartachingly leave Aleppo.

Home
For many people, at some point the place they call “home” changes. Just take a look at New York City:
36% of the current population was born in a country outside the country, and many more move here from
elsewhere in the United States every day. There are many reasons people choose to move: a new
opportunity, the search for adventure, or a fresh start. For others it’s a heartbreaking choice, like leaving
a beloved home behind to seek work elsewhere. Some have no choice: every day, people are forcibly
displaced due to circumstances completely beyond their control. But whether moves arise from hope or
despair — whether they are across town, the country, or oceans and continents — they are connected
to stories that are incredibly personal and deeply felt.
The composers performed today hold their heritages close to their hearts, and ﬁnd inspiration in the
various places they have called home: native homes, temporary homes, and new homes. A kaleidoscope
of sounds result when a group such as the New York Philharmonic — home to a variety of instruments
played by musicians who themselves have moved here from all around the globe — come together,
bring scores to life, and share these stories with you.

Storytelling
Storytelling is one of the most important ways in which humans share. By sharing immigration stories, in
particular, we learn more about who we are and preserve our backgrounds and traditions. Stories also let
us imagine and better understand the lives of those from a variety of diﬀerent cultures. By sharing and listening we can break down barriers and build community.
Each composer on our program is a storyteller. Sometimes composers express something about themselves
through the use of traditional songs reﬂecting their own culture. And sometimes they delve into the lives of
others, representing and honoring experiences that are not their own. As composer Kareem Roustom says:
“Music is one of those things that can travel and stay in people’s hearts and minds for a really, really long
time.” Together, the composers and works on today’s program — and the stories they tell — reﬂect the
diversity of our world and of our city.

Born in Lincoln, Nebraska, Very Young Composer
Ilaria Loisa Hawley (b. 2009) is in the fourth
grade at Muscota New School. She received the
2019 ASCAP Morton Gould Young Composer
Award, and was the inaugural recipient of the
Pnea Foundation’s Young Flutist Award. This
Element That Questions a Woman is inspired
by Theresa Malkiel (1874–1949), a Russian
immigrant, activist,
suﬀragist, and founder
of International Women’s
Day. Ilaria writes:
“I wanted to write this
piece to help represent
some of the amazing
women activists who are
not as recognized but who
did incredible things.”
Born in Beĳing, China,
Ziyi Tao (b. 2002) is a
student at Special Music
School High School, where
he studies composition
with Max Grafe. A member
of the Philharmonic Very Young Composers
Program since 2016, he now mentors VYC
Composer’s Bridge classes. Ziyi writes that his
work Being centers around the concept of home,
but expresses and articulates, for the most part,
the sense of being lost: “the most important takeaway is the self-contained music: both the feeling
of home and the contradiction of being lost are
contained in the same piece of music.”

Gabriela Lena Frank’s
(b. 1972) background is Peruvian,
Chinese, Lithuanian, and Jewish, and her
Peregrinos is the result of conversations
among people of diﬀerent backgrounds.
Peregrinos, which means “pilgrims,” is the
culmination of a two-year residency with
the Latino community in Indianapolis,
Indiana. She conducted extensive
interviews and
juxtaposed
their narratives
with ancient Mayan
mythological tales
of resilience and
heroism to celebrate
the everyday
heroism and
strength that we
see in our own
communities.

About Very Young Composers
See page 28 in the Playbill, or visit
nyphil.org/vyc.
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While Gabriela Lena Frank was in Indianapolis to listen to the stories of the
Latino community for her composition, Peregrinos, she observed a workshop where
people wrote or drew bits of their hopes and dreams on colored tape, which they then shared
with one another by attaching them to branches of a pretend tree. This inspired her to compose
a musical story called Arbol de Sueños, or Dream Tree.
Create your own Dream Tree by writing or
drawing your dreams — for yourself,
your family, and your community —
in the rings on the tree below.

Dream Tree by Nehprii Amenii
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About the Artists
Thomas Wilkins

• Omaha Symphony music director • Hollywood Bowl Orchestra

principal conductor • Boston Symphony Orchestra Germeshausen Family and Youth Concert
Conductor Chair • Indiana University’s Henry A. Upper Chair of Orchestral Conducting •
former Detroit Symphony Orchestra and Florida Orchestra (Tampa Bay) resident conductor
and Richmond (Virginia) Symphony associate conductor • Outstanding Artist award at the
Nebraska Governor’s Arts Awards • Leonard Bernstein Lifetime Achievement Award for the
Elevation of Music in Society conferred by Boston’s Longy School of Music

Jihea Hong-Park • pianist • New York Philharmonic Teaching Artist • has played at
Carnegie Hall’s Weill Recital and Zankel Halls, Alice Tully Hall, Merkin Hall, Bar Harbor Music
Festival, Korea’s Incheon Performing Arts Center, Yun I-Sang Concert Hall, Japan’s Komae
Ecorma Hall, Niigata Performing Arts Center, and others • guest artist and workshop presenter
at universities and colleges in Asia, Europe, and the US • adjudicator of piano competitions
including the MTNA, NJMTA, NJMEA, and International Virtuoso Competition • co-founder of the
Ardelia Trio • bachelor’s and master’s degrees from The Juilliard School and recipient of the
William Schuman Prize • Juilliard Evening Division faculty • proud New York City resident and
mom of three native New Yorkers

Habib Azar • director • six-time Emmy winner • stage credits include Du Yun’s Angel’s Bone
with International Contemporary Ensemble (Pulitzer Prize for Music) • ﬁrst feature ﬁlm, Armless,
was an oﬃcial selection at Sundance • has directed more than 500 hours of network TV broadcasts • live multi-camera performing arts events broadcasts include the recent Marnie for The
Met: Live in HD cinemacast • Philharmonic projects include Facebook Live and Live From Lincoln
Center programs • producer and director for PBS’s The All-Star Orchestra

WHAT’S COMING UP?
2019–20 Young People’s Concerts
“A Composer’s Toolkit”

Dec 7, 2019

“Orchestral Music in America” Jan 18, 2020

“Music as a Change Agent”

Mar 21, 2020

“The Woman’s Voice”

May 30, 2020

Support for Young People’s Concerts is provided by The Theodore H. Barth Foundation and The Brodsky Family Foundation.
Major support for Very Young Composers is provided by Susan and Elihu Rose.
New York Philharmonic Teaching Artist positions are funded by The Susan W. Rose Fund for Teaching Artists.
TuneUp! is made possible by an endowment established by Lillian Butler Davey.

